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Abstract
Unlike commercial airliners, which are almost exclusively powered by turbofan engines, light fixed-wing aircraft apply a
variety of different propulsion systems. This market segment has long been dominated by General Aviation for individual
usage and sports, for which operational efficiency is a subordinated requirement. As upcoming novel approaches on air
commuting services and personal air vehicles arose, also the interest in efficient propulsion systems for engines below the
regional prop segment increases.
The choice of a specific propulsion system is a major design decision as it predetermines fundamental performance
characteristics and thereby the application capabilities of an aircraft concept. This contribution does not point on simply
replacing conventional propulsion systems, but to use novel technology’s characteristics in the most useful and practical
way. Therefore, identifying and describing the rationales of current aircraft designs can facilitate the development and
evaluation of novel propulsion systems.
This article developed a systematic approach on propulsion system requirements to describe limitations on current
technology engines, but also to identify potentials of upcoming propulsor systems powering light fixed-wing aircraft. In a
first step, requirements on light aircraft’s powerplant and propulsion system were reviewed and identified based on
parameters of early aircraft design studies in the General Aviation segment. In a second step, this contribution applies
these requirements and analyzes specification data of common light fixed-wing aircraft and their powerplants statistically.
The established database consisted (primary) of General Aviation aircraft and their corresponding engines. The large
majority is powered by piston, turboprop or turbofan engines. The results showed that the predominant propulsion and
powerplant systems do not only differ in their limitations to the mission envelops or the specific fuel burn, but that a variety
of requirements such as the powerplant’s frontal area, as well as maintenance cost and intervals influence the engine
choice.
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and battery systems (see Rolls-Royce ACCEL, Airbus’ EFan). Nonetheless, these aircraft concepts are not
designed to be brought to the market, so that the question
arises which characteristics novel propulsion systems for
light aircraft are required to have in order to be a useful and
practical alternative in GA propulsion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Light aircraft are usually summarized as General Aviation
(GA) and represent a wide range of applications, which are
mainly characterized by private individuals (or at least nonaviation corporates) owning and operating aircraft. Their
applications differ largely, whereas aircraft for sports,
individual and non-scheduled corporate flights, instruction
training, as well as air taxis dominate this segment [1].
Although GA accounts for 90 % of the aircraft registered in
the USA, their importance for global traffic must be seen as
marginal [2]. Although their share of the registered fleet is
high, their manufacturers face low annual production
volumes. TABLE 1 shows the distribution of aircraft by
propulsion system for the US in 2017 [1]. With 65.9 % of the
active GA fleet being older than the average life span of a
commercial airliner, light aircraft significantly longer service
lifes [1].

Therefore, this contribution aims to derive and describe
characteristics affecting the propulsion system’s design,
based on current aircraft designs. To do so, it follows a twostepped agenda: Firstly, it focusses on reviewing the early
design parameters of light aircraft’s powerplant. It analyses
aircraft design studies in order to identify and organize
requirements which have a potential impact on the
powerplant design. Secondly, it aims to describe these
requirements in the context of current aircraft types to
understand how each propulsion system is applied to make
use of its individual characteristics. Therefore, a database
of aircraft and powerplants specifications has been
established and statistically analyzed depending on their
applied powerplant systems.

Light aircraft’s propulsion systems have long been a field of
limited public interest, but as major global policy makers
agreed to obligatorily curb greenhouse gas emissions, the
necessity to initiate effective steps towards an emission
reduction in aviation increases [3]. Foreseeable novel
propulsion technologies such as battery- or hybrid-electric
systems, are not applicable for large-scale commercial
airliners yet, although they would likely allow a significant
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions [4]. Therefore,
several light aircraft demonstrators were developed in the
course of the last years as prototypes for electric propulsion
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For this examination the relevant scope was defined as light
fixed-wing aircraft, which belong to the GA segment. These
are aircraft, which are primarily used for sports, training,
non-scheduled travel, as well as commuter aircraft.
Ultralight aircraft are the non-included bottom boundary, as
are regional aircraft and business jets for long-haul
operations the non-included upper boundary. Partly,
military applications such as (jet) trainer and medium
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altitude long endurance drones (MALE) were considered.
To allow a sufficient comparability between aircraft types,
only fixed-wing aircraft are considered, neglecting any
helicopter or rotorcraft.

turbine cooling and thermal stresses of materials [8, p. 18ff].
From an economic perspective, the cost structure and the
absolute cost levels differ largely between propulsion
systems as can be seen in FIGURE 1. A major difference
exists in the average utilization (measured in annual flight
hours). As utilization is low, the share of fuel and crew costs
decreases. However, the direct operating costs (DOC) are
increasingly depending on insurance payments,
amortisations and maintenance. It should be noted, that this
cost comparison in FIGURE 1 is based on flight hours.
Therefore, aircraft with higher cruise speeds cover longer
distances at higher fuel consumption per time unit.

Unlike commercial airliners, which are almost exclusively
powered by turbofan engines, light aircraft show a variety
of applied powerplant systems. In the examined segment,
aircraft are equipped with piston, turboprop (TP) and
turbofan (TF) engines. These technologies allow a
classification in accordance with their main properties.
Firstly, they differ in their thermodynamic cycles, whereas
the piston engines follow the cyclical Otto process (some
exceptions Diesel process), TP and TF follow the
continuous Joule-Braydon cycle. The second major
difference is the propulsion unit: piston and TP engines are
designed to convert a large part of the power to drive a shaft
which is mechanically linked to a (freestream) propeller. In
contrary, TF engines create thrust as the core engine drives
a (geared) ducted fan, but retains a considerable part of the
thermodynamic energy in the exhaust gas. These general
differences in energy conversion and propulsion result in
different operational characteristics in the course of a flight.

TABLE 1. Fleet and Utilization of US GA

Active Aircraft

TP

TF, TJ

142,638

9,889

13,751

102.1

255.7

264.7

FH/a

FH/a

FH/a

(USA 2016) [9]
Annual Utilization [1]

Historically, piston engines were predominant in all
segments of motorized aviation. Aircraft piston engines
were manufactured especially for aviation applications in a
broad power range. In the course of the 1930-1940s, the
development made major improvements, so that the
thermodynamic and mechanical limitations of this
technologies were foreseeably reached [5]. Piston engines
of up to 3,500 kW shaft power can be seen as the peak of
piston engine development. Nonetheless, their maximum
flight altitude is limited, which requires the usage of
turbochargers and gearboxes for higher altitudes. The use
of turbochargers extends the aircraft’s and engine’s mission
ability; however, the technical complexity increases as well.
Thereby, negative effects on powerplant’s weight, failure
rate and thermodynamic efficiency are probable [6]. The
cooling of the cylinder heads and valves, as well as the
engine’s frontal area has long been seen as problematic for
high-performance engines [7].

FIGURE 1. Aircraft Cost [USD/FLH] by propulsion system
[10,11,12]
As the examined conventional powerplant technologies
show major technical and operational limitations and
disadvantages, the following section will derive
requirements and their importance for light aircraft
propulsion and characterize these requirements for the
current applications.

With the emergence of turbo engines, piston engines were
displaced for several applications: starting with fighter
aircraft, their compact, high-power V engines for high
airspeeds were replaced by turbojets in the 1940s.
However, transporters and passenger aircraft were
equipped with high-power radial engines until the 1950s
when TP, and later TF, arose [6]. Only flat and compact
opposed piston engines, kept their relevance for GA
applications, where they were further developed for their
specific areas of applications with lower power
requirements. Although gas turbine thermodynamic
efficiency is inferior, transformation to turbo engines
extended the mission envelop and allowed a higher
airspeed and flight altitude [6].

2. REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL AVIATION
PROPULSION
In a first step, this work addresses the requirements, which
influence the powerplant’s choice, as well as the aircraft
and engine interaction. To derive and identify requirements
on the propulsion systems a systematic review of design
studies was conducted. It stipulates a qualitative analysis of
existing design studies in the field of GA aircraft.

TP and TF apply similar engine core technologies;
however, TF are optimized for high altitudes and high Mach
numbers. Large TP and TF engines doubtlessly became
the dominant propulsion technology for airliners,
nonetheless small turbo engines for light aircraft show
significantly divergent technical and economic trade-offs
than large engine systems. Therefore, small turbo engines
cannot just be perceived as down-sized derivates of large
turbo engines. Major challenges which have a negative
influence on a simple down-sizing are blade clearances and
losses, constant friction coefficients of surfaces, as well as
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Piston

2.1 Method
Design studies with conventional, as well as battery- and
hybrid-electric propulsion systems were selected to identify
their explicitly stated general design parameters.
Underlying parameters, which were not stated, were
disregarded for this consideration. By consulting additional
sources of secondary literature related to powerplant
systems (such as Meinig 2003a, Meinig 2003b, Leyes &
Fleming 1999) and collating it to the design studies, it was
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possible to identify parameters with a major impact on the
powerplant system. They were classified and weighted for
further processing. In a last step, these requirements were
evaluated according to their comparability between aircraft
and propulsion systems, as well as data availability.

3.1 Method

2.2 Database

To illustrate the major mission limitations the Mach number
in cruise flight over the flight altitude are shown for every
aircraft of the database. The Mach number was derived
based on the calibrated maximum airspeed in cruise as
stated by the manufacturer’s datasheets and related to the
speed of sound at standard conditions at flight altitude. If
cruise flight data were not available, the max. operational
airspeed (as stated in the type certification) were applied.
Flight altitude data were stated in the type certifications.

To describe the identified requirements for the set of
considered aircraft, the following characteristics were
analysed:

A set of ten design studies, all published between 2012 and
2020, was chosen to represent a broad set of mainly
conventional – but also novel – powerplant systems. They
all belong to the class of GA aircraft and can be found in the
list of references [13-24].

2.3 Results
The examined design studies show parameters related to
powerplant systems which suggested a classification into
three major categories. The resulting requirements are
presented by category. For the given data of this study, a
choice had to be made. Therefore, the requirements
analysed in section 3 were chosen to represent a broad
field of characteristic. They are explained in the following
section. An extensive overview can be found in APPENDIX
A.

The mass specific power of the powerplant was calculated
as the maximum continuous shaft power in relation to the
powerplant’s dry weight. Both parameters are stated in the
type certification. For the relevant power ranges, a linear
regression for piston and TP engines was conducted.
The frontal areas of the powerplants were determined
depending on the powerplant’s design. The majority of
studied piston engine are designed as boxer engines, so
that the frontal area (FA) could be calculated based on the
powerplant’s height (H), width (W) and the relation between
H in the center and height at the outer edges (a). This
relation a was derived based on graphical approximation of
common engine types.

2.3.1 Aircraft Design
Classical requirements on an aircraft design depend
significantly on the choice of a properly dimensioned
powerplant. These requirements are the aircraft’s range,
flight altitude and maximum speed, as well as length of
runway. Both, the maximum airspeed and the required
take-off runway length depend largely on the engine’s
excess power – however, the requirements in both
mentioned
operating
points
differ
significantly.
Furthermore, the engine’s frontal area was identified as it
affects the aerodynamic drag and thereby the maximum
speed notably. Large frontal areas limit the pilot’s visual
field, as well as the potential engine installation and
integration.

(1)

The frontal area of radial piston engines, TP and TF was
simply described by the circular area corresponding with
the largest diameter of the engine. For the relevant power
ranges, a linear regression was conducted for the
powerplant systems of piston (with and without
turbocharger), as well as TP.
In a last step the SFC at sea level take-off conditions (stated
in manufacturer’s datasheet) and engine maintenance
intervals (stated in type certificates) were compared. For
piston and TP engines, the brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) is related to the engine’s shaft power. For TF
engines, the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) is
related to the engines maximum continuous thrust.

2.3.2 Powerplant
In the early design stage, the powerplant is mainly defined
by a specific power requirement, which results in the later
engine sizing. Further requirements are the complexity of
the powerplant, which strongly effects operational cost
mainly through specific fuel consumption and maintenance
effort. For further noise and propulsor efficiency
considerations, the core engine’s and power shaft rotational
speed is an important parameter.

3.2 Database
Based on the applied definition of light fixed-wing aircraft, a
set of 97 aircraft types and subtypes was identified. For
these aircraft types, the EASA and / or FAA type
certification documents, as well as OEM specification data
sheets were assessed.

2.3.3 Operations
Operational factors focus on the technical operations and
economic factors of GA aircraft. Operations are dominated
by the initial costs for the powerplant and its direct operating
costs. As aircraft utilization in GA are low (see TABLE 1,
FIGURE 1), the initial costs can only be distributed on a
lower base of flight hours, which increases the ownership
costs per hour significantly. Two major factors of the direct
operating costs are the total mission fuel costs, as well as
maintenance costs. Further requirements relate to the
conditions and availability of suitable fuels and the noise
level at take-off conditions.

These aircraft types were assigned to 88 different
powerplant types and subtypes, whereas 34 were piston,
34 TP and 29 TF / turbojet engines. Their specifications
were derived based on EASA and / or FAA type certification
documents, OEM specification data sheets and further
comparing technical literature. A more detailed description
of the underlying aircraft and engines is provided in
APPENDIX B.

3.3 Results
To characterize the applications of the powerplant systems,
the first analysis focused on the interaction between aircraft
design and the applied powerplant system, therefore it

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF POWERPLANTS
On the base of the established specification database,
several descriptive statistical analyses were conducted.
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illustrates the general mission limitations in FIGURE 2. As
a general mission limitation, the Mach number in cruise
flight and the flight altitude were identified. The analysis
showed a clear three-parted division of data: piston engines
are concentrated on a flight altitude range of 4,000 - 5,500
m with a group of outliers at 8,000 m. The maximum Mach
number in cruise flight does not exceed Ma 0.4. TPpowered aircraft focus around 8,000 - 9,000 m with outliers
at 12,000 m. Due to the higher flight altitudes, Mach
numbers of up to Ma 0.6 are possible. TF allow significantly
higher flight altitudes of up to 16,000 m and high subsonic
Mach numbers.

FIGURE 4. Frontal area depending on shaft power
As mentioned in the section 2, the powerplant’s frontal area
has a strong effect on the aerodynamic drag of the engine’s
nacelle and therefore the aircraft’s aerodynamic drag in
cruise flight. This effect increases at high velocities.
Considering the lower shaft power of piston engines, their
specific frontal area is notably larger and increases with
greater slope. Compared to the moderate increase for TP
engines of about 71 mm²/kW, the slope for piston engine
with turbochargers of 946 mm²/kW and piston engine
without turbochargers of 1,796 mm²/kW are significantly
greater.

FIGURE 2. Mach number and Flight altitude
In a next step, the mass specific power of the shaft power
engines was compared, as can be seen in FIGURE 3:
piston engines showed specific shaft power of circa 1

ௐ


,

whereas the trend had a moderate increase in the relevant
range. TPs show a specific shaft power of circa 2.8 - 4.5

ௐ


,

whereas the trend is increasing with a 1.5 times higher
slope.

FIGURE 5. BSFC depending on shaft power
As a major requirement with an impact on the aircraft’s
operating costs, FIGURE 5 shows the specific fuel
consumption for shaft power engines and TF engines
depending on their shaft power and thrust. Piston engines

show a BSFC of 200 - 300
, whereas Otto piston
ௐכ

engines are on the upper limit and Diesel piston on the
bottom limit of this range. TP’s BSFC ranges from

320 - 400
, whereas a clear tendency is visible with

FIGURE 3. Specific power depending on shaft power

ௐכ

larger TPs having a lower specific consumption. A similar
observation can be identified for TF engines in FIGURE 6.
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TABLE 2. Maintenance Costs per Engine [25,26,27]

Cost
Range
Overhaul [USD]

per

Piston

TP

TF, TJ

2560.000

230333.000

650950.000

An overview on the derived characteristics can be found in
APPENDIX C.

4. DISCUSSION
To evaluate the applicability of novel powerplant systems,
it is necessary to consider aircraft propulsion in the context
of the requirements of their expected missions. Therefore,
design studies of future GA aircraft were examined. It was
found that requirements on the powerplant system of GA
differ compared to requirements on commercial aviation in
their prioritization and weighting [28,29]. The identified
requirements showed and explained a subdivision of the
examined GA aircraft segment.

FIGURE 6. TSFC depending on shaft power
The second major impact factor on general aviation’s DOC
are the maintenance costs. These heavily depend on the
overall intervals (TBO, time between overhaul) and the
costs per overhaul. TBO-data are defined for certification,
whereas the cost per event are barely comparable.
Therefore, the costs per maintenance event are not
analysed statistically, but a cost range per maintenance
event can be seen as reference in TABLE 2.

The derived requirements of the powerplant address three
major categories, whereas the first group of parameters
described general characteristics of the aircraft design
itself, such as range, air speed and altitude, but also the
aerodynamic drag related to the powerplants. A second
group of requirements concentrated on the powerplant
system itself, where the mass specific shaft power and the
general engine complexity are of major importance.
Furthermore, engine cooling and the powerplant’s shaft
rotational speed are critical for powerplants. Operational
considerations aggregated all these parameters, which
influence the practical operability of the aircraft and its
powerplant. These consists of the initial costs, (mission)
fuel consumption costs and maintenance costs. Further
parameters address the general cost and availability of
fuels, as well as the noise level of the overall propulsion
system. In this context, a further economic influence factor
is that GA aircraft are characterized by low utilizations
(annual flight hours), which shifts the distribution of DOC: at
low utilizations fuel and crew costs have a less dominant
impact on DOC, compared to an increasing share of
amortisation and maintenance costs.

FIGURE 7. TBO depending on shaft power

Current aircraft types and engines were examined
considering
these
derived
requirements.
They
characterised the applications for the three powerplant
technologies as follows: Piston engines are predominant in
the bottom segment of GA in a shaft power range of up to
300 kW. Their SFC is comparably low, while their initial and
maintenance costs are significantly lower compared to
turbo engines. Most piston engines are limited in their flight
altitude to about 6,000 m, and therefore in their maximum
Mach number of < 0.45. Furthermore, the piston engine’s
vibration level requires shorter maintenance cycles on the
engine and airframe [7]. To cope with low production
volumes in the GA segment, manufacturers produce their
established Otto piston engine designs as long as possible,
which can be seen as current Otto piston engines for
aviation applications date back to the 1950s and 1960s.
Current development and engine programs concentrate on
the adaption of automotive diesel engines for GA
applications. These offer higher power outputs at high

FIGURE 8. TBO depending on thrust
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aircraft’s design and number of engines. However, these
factors were neglected, as they would limit comparability.
Furthermore, the analysis assumes that requirements on
future propulsion systems can be derived from current
technology aircraft. This assumption is based on the
observation, that GA aircraft designs follow a rather
conservative approach with minor changes over the last
decades. Analyzed aircraft and powerplant data were
based on type certification and manufacturer’s documents,
therefore these data were simplified considered as static.
For an extensive comparison of specific powerplant
systems, it would be recommended to integrate a dynamic
mission calculation, which takes account of different thrust
requirements depending on the aircraft’s and engine’s
weight on specific missions. Especially, regarding batteryelectric propulsion it is recommended to consider the weight
of the powerplant including its energy source.

altitudes, but have an inferior specific shaft power and
problematic vibration characteristics [30]. To mitigate this
problem, current research programs aim to develop less
vibration-sensitive propeller for diesel piston engine
applications [31].
TP and TF engines are characterized by a high power to
weight ratio (or specific thrust for TF), therefore they allow
medium- to high-power applications at significantly lower
engine weights as this would be possible for piston engines.
Their SFC tends to be higher compared to piston engines.
However, TP and TF engines show strong scale effects, so
that their SFC improves with increasing power (or thrust).
Their mission envelop allows high flight altitude, whereas
TP’s airspeed is limited by the propeller. TFs are optimized
for high flight altitudes at high Ma number (Ma < 1). As the
production volumes are even lower, manufacturers
aggregate production volumes by offering an engine
portfolio, which is based on derivates of engines first
designed in the 1960s and 1970s with a high share of
common parts. TP’s and TF’s initial costs are a multiple of
comparable piston engine’s costs.

5. CONCLUSION
This present work examined essential requirements on light
fixed-wing aircraft. Several demonstrators of battery- and
hybrid-electric propulsion already exist; however, they are
not supposed to be publicly available for purchase, but shall
facilitate experiences in the field of novel propulsion
systems. Therefore, the question arose which specific
requirements GA aircraft have in regard to their powerplant
and propulsor.

Current development programs focus to adopt large TF’s
core engine technology into the context of TP and small TF
engines. Technologies, such as high-pressure turbine film
cooling [32] are likely to increase the powerplant’s
complexity and manufacturing costs by far, and thereby
increase the initial and maintenance costs. Thus, new
development programs show an upward shift of their power
range.

This contribution studied requirements and design
parameter of aircraft design studies and found that the cost
structure and operational considerations had a strong
impact. Low annual utilizations cause that fuel consumption
costs have only a minor share in the DOC to operate a GA
aircraft.

Application and mission specific characteristics and their
prioritization are of superordinate importance for the
evaluation of suitable powerplant systems. Current
powerplant requirements justify a variety of powerplant
systems for GA aircraft in parallel. Each of the conventional
powerplant systems found their justification and specific
roles for which they constitute suitable characteristics.

The derived requirements were studied in the context of
today’s light aircraft and powerplants specifications. The
characteristics of the currently applied conventional
powerplants were identified and characterized.

From the manufacturer’s perspective, this division in three
conventional powerplants intensifies the problem of high
development and certification costs at even lower
production volumes with low utilizations in their service life.
Under the current circumstances, this limits the initial costs
and therefore the applicable technological level
significantly. However, it can be expected that new
applications, such as urban air mobility or MALE, will impact
mission profiles, so that utilization pattern change
significantly, which would impact the powerplant
development parameters.

To establish novel propulsion systems, which not only
replace existing propulsions, these characteristics can be
seen as a guideline to address specific problems or short
comings of conventional systems, so that novel powerplant
and propulsion systems are applied in the most useful
technical and operational environment.
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APPENDIX A
CATEGORY

IDENTIFIED PARAMETER

Aircraft Design

Range
Flight altitude
Cruise Speed
Aerodynamic Drag of Powerplant
Length of Runway
Excess Power
Spec. Power
Powerplant Complexity
Powerplant Cooling
Rotational Speed (N1)
Direct Opt. Costs
Mission Fuel Costs
Maintenance Effort
Initial Costs
Fuel Availability & Costs
Noise

Powerplant

Operations

ΞϮϬϮϭ

ϴ

PART OF ANALYSIS
Flight altitude
Cruise Speed or Max. Opt. Speed
Frontal Area
Spec. Power

BSFC or TSFC
TBO
Costs per Overhaul
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APPENDIX B
MIN

AVERAGE

MAX

599
1947

5,424
1986

21,910
2020

1939
84
305
3.1

1985
179
760
14

2020
450
1,544
32

AIRCRAFT
(n=97)
TOW [kg]
Entry into Service

POWERPLANTS
(n=88, P: 34, TP: 34, TF:29)
Zertification
Piston: Shaft Power [kW]
TP [kW]
TF [kN]
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APPENDIX C
Piston

Turboprop

Power Range

< 300 kW

> 350 kW,
Focus 600-900 kW

Specific Power

c. 1 kW/kg
(independent from power)

c. 3.5-4.5 kW/kg
(increasing in power)

Utilization [1]
Cruise

102 FLH/a
Vcruise limited by Prop, Ceiling
up to 6,000 m

255 FLH/a
Vcruise limited by Prop,
Ceiling up to 12,000 m

263 FLH/a
Fan for high Ma (<1),
Ceiling 10-12,000 m

Front Area

Large

Small

Small

(w/ Turbocharger: 946

మ

ௐ
మ

w/o Turbocharger 1,796

ௐ

(increases by 71

220-300

Maintenance [26] [27] [28]

TBO: 1,000-2,200 h,
@ c. 25-60,000 US$

Others

Vibration,
Fuel Availability

మ
ௐ

)

)



SFC

ΞϮϬϮϭ

,

Turbofan



ௐכ



300-400
ௐכ
(decreases in power)

10-20
ேכ௦
(decreases in thrust)

TBO: 3,800-4,000 h,
@ c. 230-330,000 US$

TBO: 3,500-5,000 h,
@ c. 650-900,000 US$

Takeoff-Performance
problematic

ϭϬ

